Bedbug Control for Luggage & Mattresses

Bedbug Control for Luggage & Mattresses is a conveniently sized and ready-to-use water based permethrin spray that kills bedbugs and other insects on contact.

Ideal for both business and leisure travelers, Bedbug Control for Luggage and Mattresses is specifically designed to protect you and your travel bags from 'pick-up' pests such as bedbugs, fleas, lice, ticks and clothing moths. The water based formula does not leave oily or sticky residue behind.

Bedbug Control for Luggage and Mattresses can be sprayed directly on your travel bags, luggage, on hotel/motel/guest room mattresses and other listed surfaces for residual control that lasts up to 6 weeks. The 6 oz pump spray bottle fits in carry-on bags, purses, briefcases, backpacks, etc.

GENERAL APPLICATION: Spray on an inconspicuous area first to test for staining or discoloring. Spray on surface until it is slightly moist. Allow to dry completely before use for long lasting control. READ PRODUCT LABEL BEFORE USE.

PROTECT LUGGAGE: Spray the outer and inner surfaces of the luggage with light spray mist. Allow to dry completely before use. Repeat as needed.

TO CONTROL BEDBUGS: Spray mattresses lightly, particularly around tufts and seams. Take beds apart and spray in all joints. Treat baseboards, moldings and floors. Allow all treated areas to dry before use. Retreat as needed.

TO CONTROL FLEAS & TICKS: Test all areas first for possible staining or discoloring. Spray all infested areas thoroughly. Allow to completely dry before use. For more applications and directions, refer to the product label.

NOTE: ALWAYS READ INSTRUCTIONS AND PRODUCT LABEL BEFORE USE!

For current prices go to www.nixalite.com or contact Nixalite of America Inc.